L I G HT I N G
DESIGN
The Museum of Edinburgh: new display lighting

St Peter’s, Lutton Place: Decoration & lighting scheme, with KSLD

Signet Library: Recessed light

St Peter’s, Lutton Place:
Decoration & lighting scheme, with KSLD

17 Victoria Terrace
EDINBURGH, EH1 2JL
Broughton St Mary’s:
Corridor lighting, with KSLD

Private House:
Natural light & BTA chandelier
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LIGHTING

ARTISTS
BTA has often engaged with artists to create beautiful and
unique ‘light’ sculptures where appropriate for particular
projects, most notably in Edinburgh at The Queen’s Gallery
at Holyrood Palace and the Edinburgh Festival Centre, also
known as ‘The Hub’.

Space is revealed by light, both natural and artificial.
Good lighting is an aspect of design too often overlooked,
but it can be the simplest and most effective way of making a
building memorable.
We aim to put light where it is needed and complements the
architecture.

DESIGN
Keiko Mukaide:

Benjamin Tindall Architects often work closely with lighting
designers and even manufacturers to create adaptable,
efficient and delicate lighting schemes and fittings.

Glass Lighting, QG & Hub

Contemporary ‘chandeliers’
Design collaboration between Mike Stoane & Ben Tindall for The Hub.

The inspiration behind the ‘chandelier’ design is Scandinavian.
Having fittings in the centre of the space allows light to be
well distributed without glare, and emphasises the
architectural form. The fittings have various circuits built in
allowing dimming and sophisticated control.

Ingrid Phillips:
‘Water’ Glass Lamps, QG

Jacqui Poncelet:
Glass Etching, QG

This fitting has become a signature of the Practice, and is
now much used elsewhere.

The Queen’s Gallery: BTA chandelier and Track Lighting, specially
designed in collaboration with Mike Stoane Lighting.

TECHNOLOGY
The Practice works with specialists and manufacturers to
ensure the most effective and appropriate technologies are
used for each individual project.
These may include LED or halogen bulbs, ‘lux-lifts’ to assist
with cleaning and bulb changes, and various specialist
adjustment controls.

St John’s, Edinburgh: Decoration & lighting scheme, with KSLD.

David Ward:
‘Corridore’ sculpture (destroyed), Hub

Edinburgh Festival Fringe: The world’s first pavement lighting.

